Students will explore the composition of reflections over parallel lines and intersecting lines.
• Divide the lesson into 2 labs:
• Lab 1-Composition of Reflections over two parallel lines is a translation • Lab 2-Composition of Reflections over two intersecting lines is a rotation • Homework assignment after each lab. To organize the data so that it is ready to submit. Each member of the team submits his or her own data.
• Material needed § Copy of each lab for each team member. § Computers with Cabri II.
§ Group Grade for accuracy and thoroughness. § Individual grade for work beyond the group. i. The length of the vector that you created in #4 ii.
Composition of Transformations
The distance between each image and pre-image points (i.e.: AA',BB',A'A",B'B",AA",BB") iii.
The distance between the parallel lines. iv.
The distance between the a vertex of the pre-image and the first parallel line v.
The distance between the corresponding vertex on the second image and the other parallel line. vi.
Find the slopes of your pre-image and images. (Organize this data so that it can be seen easily. Hint: Use the power of Cabri with tables and numbers that change when you move objects!) (tabulate tool) 9. What conclusion/s can you draw from analyzing this data? 10. Change the position of the pre-image. Do the resulting changes in this data support your conclusion? ___________Why or why not? (point/drag tool) 11. Does this data verify that a composition of reflections over two parallel lines is a translation? ______________ How?
12. Find at least one other method that could be used to verify the conclusion that a composition of reflections over two parallel lines is a translation?
13. By analyzing the data that you found find a relationship between the length of the vector for the translation and the distance between the two parallel lines used for your reflections. Explain how this relationship is justified! 14. Compare your results with the results of other groups. Did any group come up with other methods to verify the conclusion or other relationships? Explain them here if any! 15. Un-hide anything in your drawing and print out a copy of your ending drawing. Attach it to your lab sheet when it is turned in.
(hide/show tool)
